
Licence to misbehave !
When people ask me about my life and career I have to genuinely stop and 
think.   
I am Ms Arti Prashar, Artistic Director of Spare Tyre a leading participatory 
arts charity. I have noticed in the last few years that I have to state my 
gender by using the title ‘Ms’ as people think ‘Arti’ is a man’s name. It’s not 
- it’s a female Asian name. Yes, I am a she, 50+ and still very active in the 
arts against the odds.  !
Now we’ve got that clear, what does it mean to be an older, minority ethnic 
participatory artist? Culturally, others might expect me to be growing up, 
settling down. Though I’ve never been one to meet others’ expectations. 
Creatively, it means I have loads of experience – possibly approaching 
‘goddess’ status. I feel like I now have even more licence to be outspoken, 
to misbehave; to just be me.  !
In the late 70s, for a young Asian woman to be entering the Arts was a big 
no no. There was a handful of us then. Now there are loads – it’s 
respectable to be a writer, designer, director, actor, journalist, poet, or 
filmmaker. Though respectability has never been an aim for me. !
When I started out, theatre was a closed shop. You needed an Equity card 
and they were hard to come by. I played the good little Asian girl and a very 
fine Theatre-In-Education (TIE) director in the Midlands offered me a card. 
The door to my current life opened. I grew up in an era of community-, 
political-, issue-based theatre where anything was possible and people were 
willing to take a risk or two. It was possible to learn on the job, make the 
mistakes and then never make them again. It was a time when a few key 
Artistic Directors of rep theatres were respectful and treated me as an 
equal. They were willing to take a risk on a young thing like me (despite my 
reputation: assertive but delivers) to be a director, associate, and project 
coordinator. Instantly giving minority ethnic artists like me status and 
power. Unfortunately, those were short lived times.  !
Change happens in small ways – there are more people from diverse 
backgrounds as leaders in the arts but really not many who have real power 
or decision-making authority. We remain a woefully unequal society, in the 
arts and beyond; inequality that needs community-led, political, issue-based 
theatre more than ever. Grassroots organisations and small arts charities 
like Spare Tyre are needed to highlight inequalities and provide platforms 
for different unheard voices.  !
I believe in difference as a positive force, that is what keeps me active in 
the Arts, even though these are challenging times for any serious risk taking. 
Spare Tyre started as a white British/American feminist theatre company; 
now it is led by me, an Asian female community artist. Having different 
perspectives throughout its history by having diverse leadership has kept 
this organization vibrant and pioneering. I love grassroots participatory arts 



and the creativity that comes from whose deep passions. Deep passions 
need expression especially when we are living in a climate that is risk averse 
and fearful of ‘other’ thinking. Now should be the moment we positively 
acknowledge our diverse nation, work harder within diverse communities, 
build long-term relationships, and offer hope through creative projects. I 
am confident that my licence to misbehave, my fearlessness and willingness 
to just be me, puts me in a great place to remain provocative, challenging 
and take risks by making art to change our society for the better. 


